
Built for efficient, large capacity medical waste bins, FRONTIER® foot pedal roller bins are easily maneuverable and high on 
functionality. The tough construction of our foot pedal wheel bins makes it easier for users to move heavy loads to pick-up points. We are 
foot pedal bin suppliers to various hospitals, Medical labs, nursing homes etc. The foot pedal enables the user to open the lid without 
touching it with their hands. Large wheels make it easier to move over rough surfaces. Usually provided with galvanized metal 
accessories but can also be supplied with SS accessories upon request. Fully labeled bins for medical segregation. Frontier Polymers 
Pvt. ltd. is your ideal partner as a foot pedal bin manufacturer from India. Our foot pedal bins are very easy to clean.

COLLECTION BINS

HEAVY LOAD TRANSFER SYSTEM

GI Coated Foot Pedal 
connector
Provides durability and 
superior strength

Moulded-in handles
Ergonomically designed 
grip for greater strength

Durable hinge Design
Solid rods incorporated for lid-hinge movement 
ensure longer life and keeps the lid secure

GENERAL 
NON-INFECTIOUS 

NO SHARPS 

GLASS 

NO BROKEN GLASS

INFECTIOUS 
PLASTIC 

INFECTIOUS 
NON-PLASTIC 

Heavy Duty Roller
Easy to transfer heavy loads stability 

while and transferring

special colour coding and signage for 
Medical usage
Medical waste collec�on bins are provided in 
with s�ckers and colour coded lids for proper 
sor�ng of hazardous waste

Model
Volume Capacity

(Ltr) (kg) (mm) (mm) (mm)
Load Bearing Capacity Length Width Height

Wheels
Moulded
Handles

Foot
 Paddle

FLBNROL70               70                                 25                      420          585         790       ✓        ✓       ✓

FLBNROL90               90                                  30                       450          625         860       ✓        ✓        ✓

FLBNROL120            120                                 35                       490         685          935      ✓        ✓        ✓
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FRONTIER POLYMERS PVT. LTD.

Mobile + 91-9899186747

Frontier House, 19 - Forest Lane, Kh No. 13/2, Opp Metro Pillar no. 104,
 Near Ghitorni Petrol Pump, Mehrauli - Gurgaon Road, New Delhi - 110030

E-mail: delhi@frontierpolymers.com, URL : www.frontierpolymers.com


